The Data Dividend
for Retail
Data is currency, and forward-thinking retail companies are uniquely managing
their data to produce a data dividend, giving them a competitive advantage.

What’s the value of your data?
New research from IDC, sponsored by Microsoft, shows how
to drive greater returns and increased value from all your data.
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Retail companies who
take all four steps
have the potential to
realize a 60 percent
greater return on their
data assets.
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The Data Dividend Divide
Businesses using diverse data types and new analytics tools,
delivering insights to more people, more quickly.

Benefits opportunity
in billions

Businesses lagging in investment in new business analytics capabilities.
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Retail companies taking advantage of their data
have the potential to raise an additional
$94 Billion in revenue over companies that don’t.
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Offer the right product, in the
right place, at the right time with
predictive analytics.
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Customer Facing

Provide insights to customer
preferences with detailed
product and service
information, allowing sales
associates to stay ahead of
the connected shopper,
personalize the shopping
experience and grow loyalty.

It’s your data. Put it to work.

See how at http://msft.it/datanews

Source: IDC Data Dividend Study and Survey, N=2,020, including >100 respondents at retail companies worldwide, April 2014

